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Endorsed by:

The California Kindergarten Association endorses these developmentally appropriate, early childhood, Lakeshore products for
use in a Kindergarten or Transitional Kindergarten classroom. The Kindergarten Readiness Act of 2010 was signed into law on
Sept. 30, 2010, in the state of California. This law effectively changes the entry date to Kindergarten by an incremental date
rollback from the current Dec. 2 entry date to Sept. 1 by 2014. Starting in 2012, children will have to have turned 5 years old by
Nov. 1 in order to enter Kindergarten for the 2012-2013 school year. In 2013-2014, a child will have to have turned 5 years old
by Oct. 1. By the 2014-2015 school year, a child will have to have turned 5 years old by Sept. 1. The law also establishes a
developmentally appropriate Transitional Kindergarten to accommodate the children who will miss the cutoff dates. Transitional
Kindergarten will be taught by a credentialed teacher. If you would like more information about the new law and curriculum
support, go to www.californiakindergartenassociation.org.
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Let’s Get Moving!
Activity Mats

Children skip, squat and stretch their way to coordination and physical fitness—with fun activity mats that are sure to get the
whole class moving! You get 15 big, no-slip vinyl mats featuring 15 illustrated activities—perfect for indoor & outdoor games,
music & movement activities, and more.
Mats are 9" x 9".

$39.95

Everything you need for tons of fun-filled active play—in one giant, value-packed kit! Our all-in-one kit features 10 durable
playground balls in 3 different styles…6 weighted beginner’s jump ropes with easy-grip handles…1 long, 14' jump rope for
group activities…plus 10 color cones, 6 game hoops and 18 color and number beanbags that are perfect for coordination
games, obstacle courses and more! You get a total of 51 pieces. Hoops measure 24".

$179.00

GG735

Lakeshore Active
Play Kit
AA508

Letter of the Day
Activities - CDROM
HH950

Community &
Careers Theme
Box

From fun-filled letter chants to tracing demonstrations, our interactive activity program lets students explore the whole
alphabet—from every angle! Simply select a letter from the drop-down menu at the top of the screen...then touch any area of
the interactive chart to explore the letter in depth. Students can practice writing each letter with the fun-to-use pencil tool,
identify initial sounds in cute “hanging” picture frames, focus on correct letter formation with the animated tracing
demonstrations—even read right along with lively, narrated chants that reinforce letter sounds! For Mac/Win.

$19.95

Targets standards in these areas:
• Letter identification • Letter formation • Letter-sound correspondence • Initial sounds
Children learn all about community and careers…with comprehensive, hands-on lessons that span the curriculum! From a
community map and building pieces to a listening lotto game, our theme box is packed with materials that invite children to
explore their community—and learn about the people who help us every day. Plus, you get a guide with tons of involving
activities that cover 10 curriculum areas—from math to dramatic play. Materials come in a plastic tub.

$49.95

FF947

Moods & Emotions
Book Set

Four easy-to-read paperback books help young children explore different emotions and learn how to deal with them.
Books are 24 pages.

$23.50

EG185

Moods & Emotions
Poster Pack

Happy, sad, angry, proud…these posters help children understand and accept a wide range of moods and emotions! We’ve
included 20 posters designed to get kids talking about their feelings, plus a guide.
11" x 16".

LC1184

Targets standards in these areas:
• Comparing feelings • Awareness of others’ feelings
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Character Building
Stories
Paperback Library

A terrific way to teach children the importance of honesty, friendship, compassion and more, this outstanding collection is
filled with irresistible stories, lovable characters and important lessons that children can really relate to! We’ve selected a wide
variety of books that range from humorous to heartwarming—ideal for sparking discussion and helping children learn to make
positive choices.
Library includes 12 paperback books.

$82.50

Celebrate diversity with a rich variety of multicultural music children are sure to love! This incredible library features lively
dances, beautiful rhythms and fun-to-sing songs—all designed to teach tolerance & respect for others. Library includes all 5
CDs.

$76.95

RE306

Multicultural
Music CD Library
FR760DX

Social Studies
Photo Library

Over 260 full-color photos make it easy for children to explore the world around them! Ideal for pocket charts, learning centers
and more, the 4 1/2" x 5 3/4" cards are divided into 9 different categories, with engaging photos on front and simple
descriptions on back. We’ve even included blank cards to add your own photos!

AA216

Targets standards in these areas:
• Cultures • Community studies • Civics • Diversity • Geography • Economics

Rhythm &
Movement CD
Library

We’ve carefully selected each CD in our energetic collection to encourage movement and physical activity! As children jump,
twist and shake to our action-packed CDs, they build physical fitness, increase nutritional awareness and develop a positive
attitude toward exercise. You get all 5 CDs.

$44.95

$76.95

KM9130DX

Be Choosy, Be
Healthy™ Activity
Kit
KT1337

Be Choosy Be
Healthy® Activity
Kit Training DVD
KT1921

Created in collaboration with Dr. Linda Carson—an expert in the field of children’s motor development and obesity prevention—
our kit is packed with tools and activities that promote healthy nutrition and physical activity. We’ve included an extensive
guide with background information about movement and nutrition, detailed activity descriptions, assessments, tips for
encouraging healthy behavior…plus reproducibles and newsletters in English & Spanish. You also get 16 cards with easy-tofollow games and activities, 3 music CDs with 35 health-enhancing songs, inspiring posters and a picture book to reinforce key
ideas. Best of all, we’ve included tons of hands-on materials that get children moving and thinking about nutrition—from play
foods and fruit and veggie beanbags to activity scarves, wrist ribbons…even a billowing parachute that children can use for
creative movement activities.

This comprehensive training video shows you how to integrate the Be Choosy Be Healthy® Activity Kit into your program...stepby-step. Hosted by lead trainer Brandon Williams, the training covers the activities, songs and materials that are found in the
kit, plus it places special emphasis on the essential role of the teacher’s guide. Includes an introduction by Dr. Linda Carson.
Running time 2 hours 15 minutes.
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What’s Inside Me?
Apron

Our child-sized apron gives kids an inside view of their bodies! It features silkscreened bones, plus soft, stuffed organs that
kids can remove and replace in the appropriate positions on the body…they just match them to the embroidered outlines!
Each organ is labeled and color-coded, making it easy for kids to learn where each body part belongs. 19"-long apron includes
a headband that has a removable cloth “brain.” Washable.

$34.99

The perfect complement to our Life Cycles Theme Box, this terrific library has 5 super-engaging paperback books specially
selected to strengthen children’s understanding of living things and how they grow! The library contains both fiction and
nonfiction titles…and the delightful illustrations and simple text help children explore a variety of life science concepts.
Books come in a convenient vinyl storage pouch.

$33.50

LA139

Life Cycles Theme
Book Library
RE986

Earth Science Kit
KT1020

All About Science
Activity Readers
FF357

Let's Read &
Find Out
FD301

	
  

Making Science easy to teach and fun to learn are the goals of the California Kindergarten Associations when we created
these four great Science Kits. Using National Science Standards, each of the content areas—Earth Science, Life Science,
Physical Science, and Investigation & Experiment, are filled with activities and materials to engage students in exploration and
discovery.

Students classify plants and animals, match baby animals to their mothers, sort living and nonliving things, and more with our
engaging activity readers! 10 paperback books feature simple text and full-color photographs that introduce children to
fascinating life science topics they’ll love to explore.
Best of all, each 12-pg. book includes 10 corresponding activity cards for hands-on reinforcement of each concept.

$39.95

How does a tadpole become a frog? Is there life in outer space? Kids search for these answers and more as they explore our
beautifully illustrated science books! 10 paperback books cover earth, space, life and physical science; 32-33 pages.
$59.50

Targets standards in these areas:
• Reading informational texts
• Earth, space, life and physical science
• Scientific terminology

	
  
Magnetic Wands Set of 12
WD984

Kids will be amazed at what these super-strong magnets can do! The easy-grip plastic wands have a powerful magnet
safely sealed inside…kids just grab the handle to explore attraction & repulsion with a variety of classroom objects—or with
other wands! Set of 12, each 8".
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$21.95

Science Instant
Learning Centers Complete Set
TT690X

Exploring Light
Activity Kit

We’ve made hands-on science discovery easier than ever—with activity-filled learning centers that come ready to use! Our
instant centers are packed with all the materials kids need to build science skills step by step—from sequencing life cycles
to mixing colors and experimenting with magnets. Designed so that up to 4 children can work at the same time, each
center features a double-sided chart that gives everyone easy access to the activities…with simple picture instructions that
make it easy to work independently—even for nonreaders. Just set out the materials, introduce the activities…and let
children explore each center at their own pace! Plus, each center comes complete with a write & wipe assessment card, so
you can easily track children’s progress. Available individually or as a set.

$179.00

Targets standards in these areas:
• Physical properties of objects • Changes in living things • Major structures of plants/animals
• Primary/secondary colors • Changes in weather & seasons • Healthy food choices

Children experiment with light, shadows, rainbows and more—as they complete tons of hands-on activities with our easy-touse kit! 10 activity cards guide students through 10 simple experiments—from creating shadows with a flashlight to
reflecting light with a mirror. Plus, you get 23 tools and manipulatives, including a kaleidoscope, rainbow viewer, projection
screen, translucent color paddles & much more. Screen measures 8" x 11". 2 “AA” batteries not included.

$39.95

FF846

Sink or Float
Exploration Kit
LC1011

Instant Science
Trays
JJ889

Feel & Discover
Science Bags Complete Set

How many plastic frogs will it take to sink a boat? Kids find out with this terrific kit! 25 hook & loop-backed cards show the
testing objects. Just stick a card to the poster, count and record the children’s predictions on the write & wipe surface…then
drop one of over 25 objects into the plastic tub of water! Tub is 13 1/2".
$49.95

Targets standards in these areas:
• Engaging in scientific experiments • Grouping objects by their physical properties

From magnetism to magnification, our ready-to-use trays come with everything students need to explore 4 essential
science concepts—hands on! Each tray focuses on a different concept, and comes with enough materials for up to 4
students at once—so they’re perfect for science centers and independent exploration. Just slide the trays out of the handy,
12 1/2" x 15 1/4" x 17 1/4" storage cabinet and encourage students to make observations, conduct investigations,
compare attributes and more!

Introduce children to earth and life science topics…with fun-to-touch miniatures they’ll love to explore! Each science bag is
packed with 10 different sensory objects, plus 10 matching photo cards with fun facts on back. Children just reach inside
each bag to grab a miniature, then match it to the corresponding card…building their science knowledge, vocabulary and
observation skills—as they touch and compare! You get all 3 sets.

LL765X
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$99.50

$49.95

Science Specimens
Sorting Center

This fun-filled center lets kids use their eyes and fingers to investigate the scientific properties of more than 20 fascinating
specimens—from rocks & shells to feathers and pinecones! Children just sort the specimens onto the big, 8" x 10" mats
we’ve included—building observation & classification skills as they touch, examine and explore each object! Includes a total
of 23 specimens, 8 sorting mats and a guide—all in a sturdy storage box.

$39.95

Kids make all kinds of up-close discoveries…with our heavy-duty magnifiers designed just for kids! The magnifiers have
thick, high-quality lenses that enlarge without distorting…and the lenses are set in thick wooden frames, with chunky
handles kids can really get a grip on. Plus, the six 8" magnifiers come in a sturdy hardwood storage center—so they’re
always right within reach.

$59.95

LL657

Lakeshore
Magnifier Center
GG549

Beginning Sounds
Bingo

Targets standards in these areas:
• Using tools for observation and investigation

This easy-to-play bingo game gives children a super-fun way to master beginning sounds! It’s played just like traditional
bingo, only when you call out a letter, kids try to find the word with that beginning sound on their photo-illustrated game
cards! Includes all the materials you need for up to 36 players.

$9.99

Children boost memory, logical thinking and oral language skills—with a fun-filled game that encourages imagination and
creativity! You get 10 character cards and 50 story cards that each feature one of the characters. Each player chooses a
character card…then places the story cards face down in a grid. One at a time, children flip over the story cards to find 5
that feature their characters…then arrange the story cards in a logical sequence to tell their stories aloud!

$19.99

$229.00

AA180

There’s something for everyone in our giant puzzle collection! You get 24 classroom classics, plus a place to store them—
our heavy-duty Double Puzzle Rack. The wooden puzzles portray kids’ favorite subjects…and, with 4-12 pieces each, they
range in difficulty, too. Each 9" x 12" puzzle has safe, rounded corners, with the name & piece count printed on the side for
easy identification.
Rack is 25 1⁄4" x 8" x 10 1⁄2" high; with all 24 puzzles.

Giant Wooden
Alphabet Puzzle Uppercase

Even beginners can master the alphabet with our super-simple puzzle! The extra-large puzzle has 26 chunky, raised letters
that are easy for small hands to grip. Kids just match each colorful letter to the cutout on the puzzle board…building letter
recognition and learning to sequence the alphabet!
Measures 11 1/2" x 18 1/2".

TT756

Targets standards in these areas:
• Identifying uppercase letters • Alphabet knowledge • Letter matching

JJ315

Tell-A-Story Game
TG386

Classroom Classics
Puzzle Collection
with Rack
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$29.95

Lakeshore
Puzzle Rack

Our heavy-gauge wire puzzle rack features rounded feet, and it conveniently stores twelve standard
9" x 12" puzzles. The rack measures 8" tall.

$12.95

This delightful collection includes children’s most beloved wild animals—all at home in their habitats!
4 colorful hardwood puzzles feature 8-10 big, easy-to-handle pieces. Each puzzle measures 9" x 12".

$39.95

Our kit makes it fun and easy to build day and month awareness...with fun-to-use cards for every day of the year! The big,
25 3/4" x 29 1/4" nylon pocket chart comes with cards for each number 1-31...plus cards for each day of the week and
month of the year. We’ve even included 21 holiday cards, 4 birthday cards and 5 blank cards for special occasions!

$29.99

Our instrument sets are specially coordinated to offer the widest possible range of sound and rhythm experiences for 10,
15 or 30 players. Each set comes in a sturdy storage box with a lid, and contains instruments carefully selected to assure
superior quality and tone at reasonable prices.
Choose from 3 sets listed. Instruments are available individually or as a set.

$42.95

LA649

Wild Animals
Puzzle Set
GG694

Classroom
Calendar Kit
LC1198

10-Player
Rhythm Set
LC1410

Pattern Blocks
Activity Cards
TH4530

Young children can use our versatile blocks for patterning, counting and problem solving…
while more advanced students can explore early geometry concepts.
$12.95

Targets standards in these areas:
• Spatial relationships • Combining & taking apart shapes
• Matching objects of the same shape • Identifying & describing geometric shapes
Young children can use our versatile blocks for patterning, counting and problem solving…
while more advanced students can explore early geometry concepts.

Wooden Pattern
Blocks
DA334

Targets standards in these areas:
• Spatial relationships • Combining & taking apart shapes
• Matching objects of the same shape • Identifying & describing geometric shapes
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Attribute Block
Activity Cards

20 full-color, double-sided cards include 40 hands-on activities; each measures 8 1/2" x 11".

$12.95

RR214
120 plastic blocks come in 5 shapes, 3 colors, 2 sizes and 2 thicknesses. Large square is 3".
Attribute Blocks
RA207

Early Math Bingo
Games Complete Set

Targets standards in these areas:
• Identifying/describing geometric shapes • Classifying by attributes
• Matching objects of the same shape

$19.95

From addition and subtraction to money and time, essential concepts are a breeze to grasp with our lively bingo games!
Played just like traditional bingo, each game targets a different early math skill…and comes with enough cards and chips
for up to 36 children to play at once. Games available individually or as a complete set.

$54.00

JJ310X

Hands-On
Patterning Center

Students practice patterning with fun fruit shapes…and build essential math skills in a super-concrete way! Our center
features 4 different patterning mats and 70 fun fruit counters. Kids just place the counters onto the mats to copy and
extend each pattern—and get active and involving experience with basic patterning concepts. Laminated activity mats are 6
1/4" x 9".

$24.95

LA1753

Heavy-Duty Number
Puzzle Mats
FA434

As children match up the bright, interlocking pieces on our giant puzzle mats, they get super-involving practice with
numbers 0 to 9! The 10" x 10" mats are made of thick, extra-durable foam that will last through years of classroom
use…and the jumbo pieces easily connect to explore counting, sequencing and more. 10 mats come in a handy vinyl tote.

Count & Learn
Abacus

Children get lots of hands-on math practice with our colorful abacus! It features 10 rows of easy-sliding beads, with
numbers printed on the top and side of the frame—so it’s a cinch for kids to count, sequence, add and more. Freestanding
plastic abacus is 8" tall.

AT968

Targets standards in these areas:
• Counting forward and backward • Understanding quantities
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$12.99

$14.99

Lakeshore
Counting Boxes Complete Set
RR945

Frogs on a Log
Counting Kit

Our activity-filled boxes each have 10 picture mats labeled with numbers 1 through 10, plus tons of irresistible
manipulatives that belong in each picture. Kids just count out manipulatives to match the number printed on the mat—and
instantly complete each fun-filled scene!
Available individually or as a complete set.
Targets standards in these areas:
• Counting to 10 using manipulatives • One-to-one correspondence • Relationship between numbers/quantities
• Comparing sets to identify those that are more or less than the other

This hands-on counting kit gives students an instant, visual grasp of numbers 1 to 10! Our kit features 10 chipboard logs
and 55 frog manipulatives—children simply place a frog onto each peg, counting as they go. Plus, with a different log to
represent each number, our kit is perfect for teaching children how to visualize and compare quantities! Longest log
measures 15".

$179.00

$39.95

FF699

Dominoes

168 wooden dominoes include 6 complete sets of 28 dominoes. In 6 colors; each is 1 3/4" long.
$19.95

RA802

Unifix® Cubes

200 linking plastic cubes are perfect for patterning, place value, number sense and more.
3/4"; in 10 colors.

$24.95

RA313

Lakeshore Math
Counters Library 1
LC1650X

What Do You See?
Colors Game

Hands-on counters make math concepts easy to grasp…with hundreds of kid-pleasing objects for students to count,
measure, compare & sort! Library includes 6 sturdy, 6 1/2" plastic jars
(one of each listed below), plus 6 activity guides.

This fun-filled game strengthens visual discrimination and classification skills—as children explore all the basic colors! To
play, kids just draw a card and match the object shown to a color on their game board—and try to be the first to fill up their
entire color wheel! And, with no reading required, even beginners can get in on the fun! Includes 6 game boards and 60
playing cards; for 1-6 players.

FG543
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Tactile Numbers
1-30
EE289

As children trace these big, textured numbers with their fingers, they learn to recognize numbers 1-30…and develop the fine
motor skills they’ll need to write each number on their own! 30 cards have a fun-to-touch surface kids will want to trace
again and again…and come in a handy storage pouch.
Cards are 4" x 5".

Tactile Letters Lowercase

A super-engaging way to explore the alphabet…right at kids’ fingertips! Our 4" x 5" activity cards feature extra-big letters
with a special textured surface…kids just trace each letter with their fingers to develop pre-writing skills and letter
recognition—and master the strokes they’ll need to start printing! Each set includes 26 cards.

EE259

Targets standards in these areas:
• Proper letter formation • Alphabet knowledge • Letter recognition

Tactile Letters Uppercase

A super-engaging way to explore the alphabet…right at kids’ fingertips! Our 4" x 5" activity cards feature extra-big letters
with a special textured surface…kids just trace each letter with their fingers to develop pre-writing skills and letter
recognition—and master the strokes they’ll need to start printing! Each set includes 26 cards.

EE258

Targets standards in these areas:
• Proper letter formation • Alphabet knowledge • Letter recognition

Letter of the Day
Pocket Chart
DD925

Our comprehensive activity chart provides focused, daily practice with every letter of the alphabet…giving children the
reinforcement they need to really master each one! The chart comes with tons of materials that explore each letter from
every angle—including fun-filled chants that help kids identify each letter, full-color photo cards that develop letter sound
recognition…plus a write & wipe surface and handy tracing cards that encourage proper letter formation. Plus, all the
materials neatly store right on the chart—so you can easily access activities day by day! 27" x 35" sturdy nylon chart has
grommets for easy hanging; comes with a total of over 90 activity cards.

English Alphabet
Books

Our super-engaging books help kids explore the alphabet—one letter at a time! Full-color books have vibrant photos and
simple, easy-to-read text to keep kids involved…and the letters are color-coded within each book to make recognition a
cinch! 24 books (one for each letter A-W, and one for letters X, Y and Z); each is 8 pages.

GG837

Targets standards in these areas:
• Alphabet knowledge • Letter-sound correspondence • Vocabulary development

Alphabet Sounds
Photo Library

Children identify letter sounds for more than 250 everyday words—as they explore kid-pleasing photos for each letter of the
alphabet! Perfect for pocket charts, language centers and more, our library features 279 full-color photos divided into 26
tabbed categories—one for each letter of the alphabet—plus fantastic activity ideas that will have children talking, thinking
and fine-tuning skills. Plus, each photo has the corresponding word on back, helping students master letter sounds—one
word at a time. 300 cards in all, including blanks to add your own images. 4 1/2" x 5 3/4" each.

RR993

Targets standards in these areas:
• Letter-sound correspondence • Vocabulary development • Alphabet knowledge
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$14.95

$14.95

$14.95

$49.95

$59.95

$49.95

Teaching Tubs
Storage Rack
LA627

Alphabet Sounds
Teaching Tubs
LC856

Phonemic Awareness
Games Library Complete Set

Our handy rack is the perfect way to keep our Alphabet Sounds Teaching Tubs or our Spanish Alphabet Teaching Tubs neat,
organized—and accessible! The lightweight, metal rack has a carrying handle, so it’s a breeze to transport…and our plastic
teaching tubs fit into it perfectly with the lids on or off. The storage rack is compact, yet big enough to fit 30 teaching tubs.
The metal rack measures 25"w x 18"h. Teaching tubs sold separately.
A is for apple, acorn and alligator…B is for boat, bottle and banana! Perfect for exploring letter sounds, our teaching tubs let
kids identify and sort a variety of adorable miniatures, play memory games and build vocabulary skills. Each self-checking
tub comes with 6 high-quality, educator-approved objects, plus uppercase and lowercase plastic letters…we've even
included hard-to-find items like an igloo, X-ray, quilt and working yo-yo. 26 tubs come with a total of 208 letters and
manipulatives, plus an extensive teacher’s guide filled with games, activities and teaching suggestions.

$29.95

$149.00

Students build phonemic awareness...as they substitute sounds in outer space, search a prehistoric land for rhymes, swing
through the jungle while counting syllables...and more! Each game targets a different skill—from sound matching to
rhyming sounds—and comes with all the materials you need for 2-4 players. Library includes the 4 games listed below—in a
19 7/8" metal storage rack.
$95.00

FF695

Targets standards in these areas:
• Consonant & vowel sounds • Recognizing rhyming words • Segmenting phonemes

Listen & Learn Letter
Sounds Activity
Program

Students just follow the step-by-step lessons to identify beginning & ending sounds—or short & long vowel sounds—for every
letter of the alphabet! Our skill building activity program is packed with enough materials for up to 8 students at once,
including 208 write & wipe cards and 8 write & wipe markers...plus 8 CDs that present 2 different activities for each letter
of the alphabet.

$199.00

JJ131

Rhyming Sounds
Teaching Tubs
LA588

As children match up objects by their rhyming sounds—like “rice,” “ice,” “mice” and “dice”—they learn to recognize phonics
sounds, identify rhyming words and promote language development! Each teaching tub comes with 4 or more objects with
names that rhyme—perfect for children to sort into the specially labeled tubs or use to create their own stories and rhymes!
You get a set of 10 plastic tubs with lids, self-checking sticker labels, 43 miniature objects and a guide full of activities.
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Heavy-Duty Small
Pocket Chart - Green
LK522GR

Rhyming
Photographic Sorting
Cards
FF637

Circle Time
Recordings - CD

Our handy pocket charts let you display task cards, flash cards, sentence strips and more—neatly and conveniently! Each
light-weight chart is made of tough, heavy-duty nylon and has durable, stitched-on plastic pockets. Charts come in three
sizes and have metal grommets for easy hanging.

$16.95

Our photo cards are perfect for a variety of language activities! Set features 150 photo cards covering 30 different rhyming
sounds. Children just place a starter card into a pocket chart, then find the corresponding photo cards that rhyme with that
word! The cards are even organized into pouches by rhyming sound…so it’s super-easy to find the ones you’re looking for.
Cards are 3 1/2" x 4 3/4"; comes complete with an activity guide.

$24.95

CD features all 20 songs from our Circle Time Posters.

$9.95

Circle time is more fun than ever…with delightful, rhyming songs that build essential skills as children sing! Our irresistible
set features 20 original songs covering the months of the year, the alphabet, numbers and more—each printed on a giantsized poster that invites the whole class to sing along. Plus, each song features simple, memorable rhymes set to the tune
of a familiar children’s song, so it’s super-easy for kids to sing along—and remember each rhyme! 20 illustrated,
full-color posters are each 12" x 18".

$29.95

Children watch a girl build a doghouse, a mother bake cookies and more…with simple picture stories that are lots of fun to
sequence! Kids just arrange 3-6 cards in logical order to complete each sequence…and if they answer correctly, the cards
form a self-checking picture on back! Includes all 3 sets; each set includes 48 cards that let children form 8 to 16
sequences. Cards measure 3 3/4" x 4 1/2".

$34.95

Give kids daily practice with calendar concepts, the alphabet, counting & more—and help the whole class build literacy skills
together! Our pocket chart features over 200 cards designed especially for circle time—from calendar cards that teach &
reinforce the days and months to fun picture cards that explore rhyming words, colors, shapes & more. Best of all, the chart
encourages lots of hands-on exploration—with fun-to-touch tactile letter cards, a “gumball machine” with gumball counters,
a weather spinner with stick-on clothing pieces and more! The 39" x 41" chart has built-in storage pockets & sturdy
grommets for hanging, plus all the cards and pieces to complete each activity. Includes a guide.

$79.95

EE132

Circle Time Song
Posters
EE131

Sequencing Cards Complete Set
CG190X

Circle Time Learning
Center
DD999
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Transition To School
Backpack - Each
RR375

Mobile Student Work
Organizer
JJ477

Space-Saver
Teaching Center
JJ436

Perfect for kids starting kindergarten or first grade, our backpack helps children develop the skills they need for school! It
has a 3-month calendar filled with activities for kids to do each day, from counting and sorting to identifying letters. The
calendar is written in English and Spanish, so you can send it home to parents—or adapt it for classroom use. Best of all, the
vinyl pack is filled with all kids need to complete each activity—from tactile number cards and counting links to fun foam
letters, a draw and write journal and more!

$19.95

It’s easy to keep students’ work organized...with individual cubbies for every member of the class! Our heavy-duty hardwood
unit features 36 compartments that are perfectly sized to hold assignments, school-to-home communication and more.
Plus, the unit rolls on 4 sturdy casters, including 2 that lock, so you can set it up anywhere in the classroom—
then roll it away when you’re done!
Measures 42 1/2"w x 14 1/2"d x 36 1⁄2"h. Lifetime warranty. Comes assembled.

$329.00

Our space-saving hardwood unit combines 2 teaching easels and tons of storage space...in one incredible center! The easyrolling, 4-sided center has a blank magdnetic write & wipe board on front...and a lined magnetic write & wipe board on
back. Plus, there are handy shelves below each board that are accessible from either side. And, there’s lots of additional
storage space on each side of the center—including slotted compartments for big books or charts! There are even handy
rings on front & back to hang pocket charts. Measures 29 1/4"w x 16"d x 50 1/2"h; with 4 locking casters. GREENGUARD®
Certified. Lifetime warranty. Comes assembled.

$579.00

Always have easy access to the supplies you use most—from hard-to-store posters to game boxes and book bins! Our
mobile cart has 6 shelves on top for organizing paper up to 12" x 18"…plus tons of room on bottom for tote bins, puzzles
and more. Handy racks on the sides are great for large paper rolls and rolled-up charts…there’s even room in back for flat
poster storage! 35 1/8"w x 20 1/8"d x 36 1/2"h; with 4 sturdy casters. Assembly required.

$179.00

Lightweight, portable and handy as can be…there’s no better way to organize art centers and craft projects! Our convenient
carry-all comes with 8 sturdy storage cups that are perfect for all kinds of art supplies, from pipe stems and craft sticks to
crayons and scissors. The kid-safe metal carry-all measures 7 1/8" x 14" wide. Color-coded to our Best-Buy Crayons
(sold separately). Supplies not included.

$19.95

Here’s the perfect easel—whether you’re standing up or sitting on the floor! It features telescoping legs that adjust easily
and lock into place...plus a roomy activity surface that’s both magnetic and write & wipe. There’s even a sturdy clip on top
for hanging charts & posters, and a tray on bottom for books and markers. Easel is 28 1/4" wide; adjusts
from 35 1/2" to 61" tall. Comes assembled.

$149.00

	
  
Store & Roll
Organizer Cart
FF573

Classroom Carry-All
LA416

Magnetic Write &
Wipe Adjustable
Easel
AA348
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Student Pointers Set of 8
RR106

Magnetic Letters Lowercase
LC5402

Magnetic Letters Uppercase
LC5421
Magnetic
Write & Wipe
Markers with Eraser
Caps 4-Color Set

Our student pointers are ideal for reading big books, highlighting words on charts and more! 12" pointers are super-easy for
small hands to hold, and have safe, rubber tips. 8 wooden pointers.
Targets standards in these areas:
• Left-to-right progression • Print awareness • Vocabulary development

$19.95

Our chunky plastic letters stick to any magnetic surface! Each letter set has 35 consonants and 13 vowels.
Uppercase letters are 1 3/8".
Targets standards in these areas:
• Alphabet knowledge • Spelling and word recognition • Letter recognition

$5.95

Our chunky plastic letters stick to any magnetic surface!
Each letter set has 35 consonants and 13 vowels. Uppercase letters are 1 3/8".
Targets standards in these areas:
• Alphabet knowledge • Spelling and word recognition • Letter recognition

$5.95

Dry-erase markers stick to any magnetic surface…and have erasers built right in! Nontoxic.
$4.99

DD100
Write & Wipe
Lapboard Erasers Set of 10

Perfect for use with write & wipe markers, our easy-grip erasers let children wipe lapboards clean in a flash—and they’re
sized just for little hands! 10 erasers with wooden handles; each 2 1/4" long.

$12.95

Write or draw on our dry-wipe lapboard, then simply wipe clean without a trace! Board is the perfect size for students and
sturdy enough to use right on their laps. Measures 9" x 12".

$28.50

RR423

Write & Wipe
Lapboard - Set of 10
KC70
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Lapboard Supply
Center

Lightweight, portable & handy as can be…there’s no better way to keep lapboard supplies organized! Our convenient supply
center provides easy-access storage for up to ten 9" x 12" lapboards…with 2 sturdy storage cups on top that are perfect for
markers, plus a built-in tray for lapboard erasers. Rugged metal center is 12 1/2"w x 9 1/2"d x 7 1/2"h.
Supplies not included.

$29.95

With our irresistible Magic Board, kids will want to practice their printing skills over and over again!
The magnetic pen makes writing fun and simple…and the easy-to-use eraser bar lets kids clear the board in seconds.

$79.95

This charming theater doubles as a store—for twice the fun and play value! It has movable curtains that kids can easily open
and close, plus a stage that children can also use as a counter for groceries. There are even chalkboard surfaces at the top
and bottom, so kids can write the name of their theater or store, post show times or daily specials, and more! Made of
sturdy hardwood; 31 3/4"w x 12"d x 34"h. Assembly required. Puppets not included.

$99.50

Our plush puppets have giant working mouths & movable arms…so kids can perform—and verbalize—with ease! Plus, each
kid-friendly puppet features delightful details, encouraging children to get into the act. Puppets are machine-washable and
dryer-safe, each 8" to 10". Puppets available individually or as a complete set.

$49.95

$24.95

HH642

Children cook up tons of pretend meals—with unbreakable pots and pans made just for them! 18 kid-safe plastic cookware
pieces include pots, pans & saucepans with lids...plus spoons, ladles & spatulas. Dishwasher-safe set is coordinated to our
Indestructible Kitchen Playset (sold separately).
Saucepans are 8 3/4".

Best-Buy
Multicultural Play
Food Assortment

Here’s a great way to introduce children to cultures from around the world! Our giant set includes 100 rugged plastic pieces
representing cuisine from Japan, Italy, China and Mexico—from sushi rolls and Italian sausage to steamed dumplings and
tortilla chips. Set comes in a handy storage tub; pizza is 6 1/2".

LL437

Lakeshore Magic
Board - Set of 10
TR717X

Let’s Pretend Stage
& Store
AA315

Big Mouth Animals
Puppet Set
RR580X

Indestructible Pots &
Pans Playset

LM366
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$39.95

Indestructible
Kitchen Playset
LDA179

Butcher-Block Table
and Chair Set
HD865

Pretend & Play
Combo Kitchen
DD516

Soft & Safe
Community Helpers
FF854

Lakeshore Washable
Baby Dolls Complete Set
DD470X
Community Play
Carpet
GR931
Doctor’s Office

Our kid-sized cups, plates and utensils are made of super-safe, unbreakable plastic—so they’re tough enough for years of
pretend meals! Huge, classroom-quality set includes 12 complete place settings, plus a molded plastic rack that lets kids
wash and dry their dishes…and easily store the whole set when playtime is over! 60-piece dish set and 11 1/4" x 15"
rack come stored in a vinyl tote. All dishwasher-safe.

$49.95

Our 3-piece child-sized dinette set is perfect for role-playing mealtimes, eating a snack, or even expanding classroom work
space. Solidly built table has a wipe-clean butcher-block top and smooth, rounded edging that prevents snags. The extrasturdy wooden table measures 28"w x 21"h; the 2 matching chairs have seats that are 12" from the ground.
GREENGUARD® Certified. Simple assembly. Play dishes and food are sold separately. Extra chairs are also available.

$199.00

Our incredible kitchen center gives kids maximum play value…in a minimum of space! The sturdy hardwood kitchen
features lots of realistic details, like movable knobs, working doors, pretend burners…even see-inside doors on the oven and
microwave. Plus, you get a built-in hutch and tons of roomy storage space—so play dishes and food are always right within
reach! The center features magnetic door closures, plus a safety hinge on the oven. Measures 50"w x 16"d x 44"h. Easy
assembly. Play dishes and food are sold separately.

$499.00

Introduce little ones to important people in their community—with our soft & safe play figures! The extra-chubby figures are
made of super-squeezable plastic that’s easy to grab & hold…and they stimulate community awareness as children play.
Set of 5; each is approx. 7".

$29.95

These darling dolls are super-detailed and incredibly lifelike, yet tough enough for classroom use and machine-washing! 11"
dolls have movable arms and legs and squeezably soft bodies…plus interchangeable, hook & loop outfits.
Molded vinyl & soft cloth.
Dolls available individually or as a complete set.

$59.95

This activity-filled carpet has all the features of a real-life community—from city roads and highways to a park, police
station, even a drive-in movie theater! Our incredibly durable nylon carpet is silkscreened with colorful community
images…and it measures over 6 feet long, so several children can tour the town at once! 36" x 78" carpet is soil-resistant
and surface-washable, and features a nonskid rubber backing for safe classroom use. Cars sold separately.

$49.95

Our complete doctor’s kit is rugged enough to last through many a house call! Big, chunky instruments are perfectly sized
for young physicians’ hands, and include a stethoscope, plastic bandage, a thermometer, blood pressure meter and more.
11 plastic pieces in a sturdy plastic, 8 1/4" medical bag.

DR781
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$24.95

Classroom CD &
Single Cassette
Player
EE493
Classroom Classics
CD Read-Alongs Set 1

Durable, versatile and easy to use, our heavy-duty players are loaded with the features teachers use most—from supersimple controls and an easy-to-read digital display to both 1/4" and 1/8" jacks that fit all standard-size headphones! Each
unit has an AM/FM radio, a programmable CD player, and a single or dual cassette deck with recording capabilities. There’s
even a built-in microphone, a handy mute button and an auxiliary jack that lets you play directly from your MP3 player! Best
of all, each unit has an extra-tough plastic design that's lightweight, portable…and built to stand up to daily classroom use!
The 18 1/2" units plug into the wall or use 8 “D” batteries (not included).

$169.00

These fluency-building read-along kits were specially designed for small-group learning: Just pop in a CD, and children listen
& follow along on their own! Designed for up to 4 students at once, each kit includes 4 paperback copies of a classic book,
plus a CD that narrates the story word for word.

$165.00

An instant listening center and easy-access storage space for all your read-along materials—in a convenient, compact
design that fits right on your tabletop! Our sturdy wooden center comes with an 8-station junction box with individual
volume controls, plus 8 sets of adjustable headphones that fit onto the center—all with washable ear cushions and wipeclean vinyl headbands that keep their shape year after year. Plus, there’s plenty of extra space to store your read-along
materials and books inside!
19 3/4"w x 14 1/2"d x 8 1/2"h. Read-along kits sold separately.

$179.00

Just the right size for tabletop use, with handy storage pockets right on front!
Sturdy wooden board folds for storage; 19" x 24".

$49.95

The 30 books most requested by teachers—in one incredible, economical collection! 30 hardcover books include wellknown favorites kids will enjoy again and again. Books are available individually or as a set.

$17.99

RE190X

Read-Along Listening
Center
GG820

Tabletop Storytelling
Board
LA991

The Napping House
Hardcover Book
BK329

The Napping House
Storytelling Kit

Ideal for use with our Storytelling Aprons, Storytelling Board and Storytelling Easel, these kits are packed with all the cloth
characters you need to bring 6 favorite children’s stories to life. The stuffed cotton characters feature charming details
stitched right on, and each sticks right to our aprons, story board and easel. Each Storytelling Kit includes a teacher’s guide
and all the characters needed to tell the story. Storytelling Kits are available individually or as a complete set.

LA329
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$24.95

It Looked Like Spilt
Milk Hardcover Book

The 30 books most requested by teachers—in one incredible, economical collection! 30 hardcover books include wellknown favorites kids will enjoy again and again. Books are available individually or as a set.

$16.99

Ideal for use with our Storytelling Aprons, Storytelling Board and Storytelling Easel, these kits are packed with all the cloth
characters you need to bring 6 favorite children’s stories to life. The stuffed cotton characters feature charming details
stitched right on, and each sticks right to our aprons, story board and easel. Each Storytelling Kit includes a teacher’s guide
and all the characters needed to tell the story. Storytelling Kits are available individually or as a complete set.

$29.95

BK1832

It Looked Like Spilt
Milk Storytelling Kit
LA327
Best-Buy Jumbo
Building Bricks School Set - 342
Pieces

Extend the challenges and possibilities of Library 1 with this irresistible collection. Children will be inspired to create more
sophisticated structures—from giant block constructions to fantastic imaginary creatures.

$69.95

RA182
Lakeshore
Manipulative
Library 1
TT220X

Draw & Write Touch
Board
RR698

Giant Alphabet
Beads

These fascinating manipulatives provide a wide range of graduated learning challenges. Children begin with eye/hand
coordination, such as linking, pushing, twisting & snapping the pieces together...then advance to constructing more
complex objects. Library 1 consists of all 4 sets shown (TT127, TT121, TT125 & TT126), each in a sturdy, stackable plastic
box. Boxes are 15" x 10 1/4" x 6" high.

$149.00

Kids use their fingers to draw and write on our irresistible board…then just lift up the vinyl flap to erase their designs and
draw again! Skill-building board has a smooth vinyl cover that’s lots of fun to touch and super-easy to use…kids just press
with their fingertips to draw pictures, form letters and practice the skills they need to really start writing! Hardwood;
12 1/2" x 16 1/2".

$29.95

Reinforce letter recognition, alphabet sequence, spelling skills and more—with our huge set of over 70 alphabet beads! The
chunky 1" beads feature both uppercase and lowercase letters…and they come with long, 36" laces with plastic tips for
easy lacing. 74 plastic beads come in a storage tub; with 6 laces.

EE228
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$29.95

Lacing Skills
Learning Center

Now every child can enjoy the skill-building fun of lacing...at a level that’s just right for them! Our learning center features 3
different sets of lacers & beads that gradually decrease in size—from extra-thick rope & oversized rings to thinner cord &
smaller cubes! You get a total of 140 beads & 12 lacers in a divided box.

$49.95

HH671

Dressing Frames Complete Set
AA330X
Easy-Grip Safety
Tweezers Set of 12

Our beautifully crafted dressing frames encourage beginners to practice dressing skills and develop finger dexterity! The
sturdy, lightweight frames feature extra-large snaps, buttons and more, so they’re perfect for little hands…and the solid
hardwood frames feature thickly padded, double-sewn covers—for years of classroom use! Each set of 3 frames comes in a
vinyl pouch. 3-piece sets are available individually or as a complete set.

$59.95

Even beginners can grab and lift all sorts of small objects with our jumbo-sized, kid-friendly tweezers! Perfect for fine motor
activities, learning centers, sorting games and more, each pair of sturdy plastic tweezers features safe, rounded
edges…plus an extra-long handle that’s a cinch for little hands to maneuver. Set of 12; each is 7" long.

$9.95

These big wooden numbers each feature a clear-view plastic top with a fun metal ball sealed inside. Children simply use the
permanently attached magnetic wand to guide the ball along the lines and curves of each number—and learn to print each
one as they go! You get a set of 10 learning numbers from 0-9, all in a handy wooden tray. Each number measures 6".

$49.95

EE607
Magnetic Learning
Numbers
JJ767

Peg Number Boards

As kids fit 9 pegs into the “9” board and 3 pegs into the “3” board, they get tons of hands-on counting practice—and learn to
associate numbers and quantities. Our set includes 10 soft and quiet foam rubber boards and 60 giant, easy-grip plastic
pegs. Each board measures 4" x 8".
$34.95

TT625

Targets standards in these areas:
• Identifying numbers • Relationship between numbers & quantities • Counting with objects

Lakeshore
Block Play People Complete Set

Our multi-ethnic people are perfect for populating play cities and towns…and they’re so durable, we guarantee them for 10
full years! Sturdy figures feature up-to-date styling and lots of authentic details…plus they’re specially molded to actually
stand—for added realism and frustration-free play! Each 8-piece family includes a baby, a toddler, a girl, a boy, a woman, a
man, an elderly woman and an elderly man. Tallest is 5 1/2".

$89.95

AA200X
Tub of Cars & Trucks
DC177

Our extra-chunky vehicles are made of heavy-duty plastic, so they’re tough enough for years and years of indoor and
outdoor adventures! Our big set includes 25 smooth-rolling cars, trucks, wagons and more—all with rounded edges for safe
play. Vehicles come in an easy-tote plastic tub.
Cars are 3 1/2" long.
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$49.95

Block Set Storage
Cabinet
LA202

Soft Unit Blocks Starter Set
F250A

Hardwood Unit
Blocks - Starter Set
B250A

Hardwood
Community Vehicles
Set

Keep your classroom blocks neat and organized—and readily accessible—with our innovative block storage system! Our
roomy cabinets feature shelves that slant so blocks stay put as you move the cabinets around on the easy-rolling casters.
And we’ve included handy labels that show children where each block goes, so they can put them away independently!
Hardwood storage cabinets come in 3 sizes to fit each of our hardwood and soft unit block sets.

$279.00

These easy-building blocks offer all the advantages of traditional hardwood blocks…in safe, soft foam! Made of rugged,
dense foam with precise edges for easy stacking, these blocks are lightweight, quiet and soft, and ensure years of safe
building sessions. Like our Hardwood Unit Blocks, each soft block is precisely related in size to the basic unit block (1 3/8" x
2 3/4" x 5 1/2"), so even the youngest children can build and design with ease. Choose from three sets—Starter, Builder or
Universal. Vehicles, garages and signs sold separately. Starter Set contains 108 blocks in 14 shapes.

$129.00

Our blocks are the best you can buy—and we have a 50-year guarantee to prove it! As children design and build using our
classic Hardwood Unit Blocks, they learn problem solving, perception skills, even basic math and science. Blocks are made
of solid hardrock maple, kiln-dried, sanded and beveled for perfect building balance. And if any block breaks or splinters
within 50 years from date of purchase, we will replace it at no charge! Each block is precisely related in size to the basic
unit block (1 3/8" x 2 3/4" x 5 1/2") for a comfortable series of relationships that makes it easy for children to create and
learn. Vehicles, signs and garages sold separately. Our Starter Set contains 108 blocks in 14 shapes.

$249.00

Made of solid hardwood, our vehicles are built to stand up to years of hard-driving block play! Detailed vehicles have easyrolling wheels, with wooden axles drilled through the vehicles for extra durability. Set of 10 vehicles in 10 designs, including
a taxi, mail truck, fire engine, city bus and more; 4" to 4 1/2" each.

$29.95

300 crayons in 12 colors: purple, red, green, yellow, black, blue, brown, orange, white, pink, gray and turquoise.

$69.95

Our extra-thick, paperless crayons are perfect for use with our Rubbing Plates.
40 crayons in 8 bright colors; each is 2 3/8" long.

$8.95

Kids build number recognition & counting skills—as they color! 20 fun-to-use rubbing plates have big, bold numbers from
1-20…plus a corresponding number of images right below. Kids place paper over each plate & rub with a crayon—making
an instant impression they can count and color! 4" x 6 1⁄2".

$16.95

LM826
Best-Buy Jumbo
Crayons - 12-Color
Box
VX748
Rubbing Crayons Set of 40
RA421
Numbers & Counting
Rubbing Plates
JJ126
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Learn-The-Alphabet
Rubbing Plates
EE626

Watercolor Caddy
HH529

Economy Paintbrush
Assortment Set of 24

These fun-to-use plates let kids create instant artwork from A to Z! Each plate has an upper- and lowercase letter, plus 2
images with the same initial sound. Kids just place paper over the plates and rub with crayons to reinforce letter
recognition, initial sounds and more! 26 plastic plates; 4" x 6 1/2".

$19.95

Keep your watercolor supplies organized, accessible and on the go! Our easy-tote, 19 1⁄2" metal caddy has 6 colorful plastic
cups for water—each in its own tip-proof compartment for easy carrying.
Plus, it has 2 storage baskets for paints—both perfectly sized to hold our regular or jumbo watercolor sets (sold separately).

$19.95

Let children paint broad, bold stripes…big, curvy swirls…even teeny-tiny polka dots—our huge assortment has all of the
brushes they need! You get 24 brushes, all in different shapes and sizes. 6"-8" brushes have natural bristles and
wooden handles.

$6.99

Protect kids' clothes during their messiest activities! Our wipe-clean, waterproof aprons are made of extra-rugged vinyl to
stand up to years of use. Choose from our Adjustable Aprons, each with a handy belt that adjusts for artists of all sizes…or
our Toddler Smock, with a simple closure tots can fasten all by themselves, and a convenient design that covers kids from
front to back!

$4.95

Bold, beautiful watercolors that are completely washable! Our set contains bright, nontoxic paint that washes right off of
children's hands, faces and clothing, plus a paintbrush—all in a tough plastic mixing tray. 8 watercolors.

$2.79

Children stamp out extra-large numbers from 0 to 9…building early math skills as they go! Plus, matching numbers are
silkscreened on top of each stamper for super-easy use. Set of 10 chunky stampers made of durable EVA foam—for bold,
precise impressions. Each measures 2 3/4".

$9.95

Stamp out the alphabet—one letter at a time—with our incredible, king-sized stampers! Each stamp features a silkscreened
image on top, so kids can be sure the letters are facing the right direction…and they’re made of dense EVA foam, so every
impression comes out bright and clear. Each set includes a complete alphabet of 26 stampers. Giant Washable Ink Pad
sold separately.

$29.95

LK936
Adjustable Vinyl
Paint Apron - Yellow
LC65
Washable
Watercolor Set Each
BS525

Numbers Giant
Stampers
TT766
Alphabet Giant
Stampers Lowercase
LM604
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Alphabet Giant
Stampers Uppercase
LM594
Giant Washable
Color Ink Pads Set 1
LA712

Sponge Painting
Design Set
DF468

Stamp out the alphabet—one letter at a time—with our incredible, king-sized stampers! Each stamp features a silkscreened
image on top, so kids can be sure the letters are facing the right direction…and they’re made of dense EVA foam, so every
impression comes out bright and clear. Each set includes a complete alphabet of 26 stampers. Giant Washable Ink Pad
sold separately.

$29.95

What could be more fun than stamping impressions with our giant-sized ink pads—they’re big enough for apples, leaves,
even kid-sized handprints! Jumbo pads hold lots of vivid color, and the ink is fully washable for easy cleanups! Set of 5
stamp pads in the 5 colors shown.
Each ink pad measures 6" in diameter.

$22.95

Every child can create eye-catching designs with our easy-to-use sponge painters! Huge set includes 20 sponge designers
with chunky, easy-grip handles, so kids can get creative—without getting paint on their hands. Plus, we’ve included both
rollers and press-on designers…so kids can create everything from zigzag patterns and polka dots to picture-perfect hearts,
butterflies and more!
With a 4-well, 18 1/2" paint tray.

$19.95

Keeps paint flowing—no lifting, shaking or pouring! Our handy plastic pump screws right onto our gallon-sized paint bottles.

$2.95

This bright, colorful liquid paint washes completely from clothing. One-gallon bottle.
Available in red, blue, orange, turquoise, white, yellow, violet, brown, green or black.

$12.99

Our freestanding, all-purpose rack sets up anywhere…and keeps kids’ artistic creations in mint condition! 15 reinforced
wire shelves prevent paper from sagging—even when it’s wet.
Holds paper up to 18" x 24". Metal rack measures 20 1/2"w x 17"d x 23"h.

$109.00

Our sturdy hardwood easel works 3 different ways—so kids can create with chalk, markers or paint! The versatile easel has
a magnetic write & wipe board on one side and a chalkboard on the other—each with two height adjustments for just the
right fit. And it comes with 2 washable plastic trays that give children easy access to supplies…plus no-slip leg tips that
won’t slide or scratch floors. The easel measures 24" x 45 1/2" and folds flat for easy storage; includes 4 metal easel clips.
Easy assembly.

$139.00

Paint Pump
LC195

Lakeshore Fully
Washable Liquid
Tempera - 1 Gallon
PX2128

Lakeshore AllPurpose Drying Rack
LC683

3-Way Art Easel 	
  
EE333
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Lakeshore
Heavy-Duty
Hardwood Easel 	
  
LA949

Space-Saver Mobile
Art Center
EE365

Preschool
Two-Station
Sand & Water Table
JJ513

Outdoor Classroom
Cart with Cover
HH128

Complete Beanbag
Learning Center
DD495

Alphabet Activity
Mats
GG706

We built our easel to endure years of use...and we’ve got a 10-year guarantee to prove it! This heavy-duty easel features two
24" painting surfaces made of durable write & wipe material—so when children aren’t painting, the boards can be used for
drawing with write & wipe markers! The paint trays can be adjusted to 3 heights and hold up to 12 paint cups. All-hardwood
easel features no-slip leg tips; measures 24"w x 21 3/4"d x 47"h. Includes four easel clips. Easy assembly.

$119.00

Make the most of your classroom space—with a mobile, double-sided easel that has a drying rack built right in! Kids just clip
on paper to draw and paint on the roomy 24" write & wipe surfaces…and when they’re done creating, kids can slide their
artwork right onto the drying rack below—so their artwork dries flat and safely out of the way. The drying rack features 6
roomy shelves that hold paper up to 18" x 24"…and the easel has 4 locking casters, so you can roll it anywhere—and lock it
into place! 26"w x 19 1/2"d x 48"h; with 4 easel clips and 2 plastic trays for supplies. Simple assembly.

$199.00

Our all-weather play table features 2 roomy tubs—so preschoolers can explore sand & water at the same time! The sturdy
plastic table features 4 locking casters for easy transport indoors and out. Plus, each side has its own easy-access plug for
quick and convenient draining. Table is 46 1/2"w x 22"d x 25"h, and comes complete with a handy top to cover the table
when not in use. Simple assembly.

$259.00

Take learning beyond the classroom...with an all-purpose mobile cart that lets you safely transport and store your indoor
materials—outside! You get 9 plastic baskets in 3 sizes to store everything from puzzles to manipulatives. Just roll out the
cart...then slide on the all-weather polyester cover when you’re done to keep all your supplies in top condition! Measures
34"w x 16"d x 36 1/2"h; with 4 locking casters. Assembly required.

$269.00

Looking for a fresh approach to teaching basic skills? How about a beanbag toss! Our giant board features 8 big target
holes, and comes with a huge set of beanbags—perfect for reinforcing concepts like letters, numbers, colors and shapes.
Complete center includes a total of 56 beanbags, a 24"w x 36"h board and a guide. Individual components are also
available separately.

$149.00

Kids step, hop and skip their way through the alphabet with our colorful activity mats! Each big, 9" mat is printed with an
upper- and lowercase letter, plus a corresponding picture—making them perfect for tons of alphabet games and activities.
Plus, the mats come complete with 6 activity cards specially designed for use with the mats—helping kids build skills as
they play! 26 sturdy vinyl mats—all with a safe, no-slip surface.

$49.95
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